CAMP HARMONY
2063 Harmony Road
Elberton, GA 30635-4147
Contact Number: 706-283-4619
Coordinates: N34 10.975 W82 51.734
Camp Harmony it is a privately owned campground, but not normally
open to the public. It is not an RV resort. There is no staffed campground
office and their gate is usually locked. When the Georgia Mountaineers are
there, we usually have the entire campground to ourselves. There are no
campground attendants and payment is on the honor system. There have been
some concerns in the past about the electrical hook-ups and low voltage at
Camp Harmony. In 2008, they reworked five electrical posts and replaced
eleven circuit breakers. Also, when we are there, someone usually shows up
early and tests all the electrical posts. If one checks bad, it is flagged not to
use. However, if a group is there in the summer time, one can expect low
voltage conditions while running the air conditioners. The connections are 30
amps, but with our rally being in October and with all the shade trees, there has
been little need for air conditioning. If there is, and low voltage presents a
problem, you can always run your generator a little while to cool the coach
down at night. The campground charges $12 per day, so if you need a little
generator time, you can certainly afford it. If you are real concerned about
connecting your coach to their electrical post, just don’t do it – dry camp.
Their $12 a day price is not much more than other campgrounds without
hookups. Also, there are no sewage connections at Camp Harmony -- only
electric and water. But, there is a dump station. And, there are rest rooms and
showers. The best thing is to come with your holding tanks empty and then
dump before you leave.
Directions: From Elberton take Hwy-77 north to Hwy-368. Turn right on
Hwy-368 and go 1.6 miles and turn left on Harmony Road. The campground
entrance is on the left, right past the church. If coming from Hartwell on
Hwy-77, go approximately 11 ¾ miles and turn left onto Harmony Road.
On the right side, the name of the road is Thirteen Forks Road, as the name
changes when the road crosses Hwy-77. There is a church on the left at the
intersection of Hwy-77 and Harmony Road. Go about 2 miles down Harmony
Road and the campground is on the right. Slow down or you will miss it. If
you do miss it, go straight ahead and turn around in the church parking lot.

